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Spelling check for Chinese has more challenging difficulties than that for other languages. A hybrid model 5
for Chinese spelling check is presented in this article. The hybrid model consists of three components: one 6
graph-based model for generic errors and two independently trained models for specific errors. In the graph 7
model, a directed acyclic graph is generated for each sentence, and the single-source shortest-path algorithm 8
is performed on the graph to detect and correct general spelling errors at the same time. Prior to that, two 9
types of errors over functional words (characters) are first solved by conditional random fields: the confusion 10
of “�” (at) (pinyin is zai in Chinese), “�” (again, more, then) (pinyin: zai) and “�” (of ) (pinyin: de), “�” 11
(-ly, adverb-forming particle) (pinyin: de), and “�” (so that, have to) (pinyin: de). Finally, a rule-based model 12
is exploited to distinguish pronoun usage confusion: “�” (she) (pinyin: ta), “�” (he) (pinyin: ta), and some 13
other common collocation errors. The proposed model is evaluated on the standard datasets released by the 14
SIGHAN Bake-off shared tasks, giving state-of-the-art results. 15
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1. INTRODUCTION 23

As for every written language, spelling check is a task to detect and correct humanQ1

Q2

24
spelling errors. Given written sentences with spelling errors, the purpose of the task 25
is to return the locations of incorrect words and suggest the correct ones. Compared 26
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Table I. Two Example Sentences for Chinese Spelling Error,
One for Each Category

Note: The sentences in Chinese of each column have the same pinyin.

to English or other alphabetical languages, Chinese has many distinct characteristics27
[Zhang et al. 2012; Zhang and Zhao 2011; Ma et al. 2010; Li et al. 2009; Zhao 2009].28
Chinese spelling check (CSC) is therefore quite different and more challenging in the29
following ways.30

On one hand, the object of spelling check in English is word, but “word” is not a clearly31
defined unit in Chinese [Huang and Zhao 2007], as there is no explicit word delimiter32
between words. In English, a word consists of Latin letters, whereas in Chinese, a33
word consists of characters, which are also known as “��” (character) (pinyin1 is34
han zi in Chinese). Thus, essentially, the object of spelling check in Chinese is the35
characters in a sentence. On the other hand, texts handled by the CSC task are not from36
handwritten Chinese but from computer-typed Chinese. In handwritten Chinese, due37
to the characters’ own writing complexity as an ideograph, there exist various spelling38
errors, including noncharacter errors that are caused by misplacing strokes, whereas39
in computer-typed Chinese, noncharacter spelling errors never occur, namely there is40
never an “out-of-character” (OOC) problem. Because the Chinese input method engine41
only allows the legal characters that have been stored in computer to be shown and42
input [Yang et al. 2012], the characters themselves in Chinese can never be misspelled43
like in English words. In summary, Chinese spelling errors only come from the misuse44
of similarly pronounced or written characters, not the writing of characters themselves.45
For this reason, CSC requires deeper linguistic analysis.46

Spelling errors in alphabetical languages, such as English, have two typical47
categories:48

—Word errors: The misspelled word is still a legal word, for example, world is misspelled49
as word.50

—Nonword errors: For example, world is misspelled as workd.51

We can distinguish Chinese spelling errors in the similar way, although in each category52
there exist distinct and more complicated phenomena. In Chinese, if the misspelled53
word is a nonword, a word segmenter will hardly recognize it as a word but will split54
its characters into two or more words. For example, if “����” (traditional virtues)55
in Example 1 of Table I is misspelled as “����,” the word segmenter will segment56
it into “�/�/��” instead of “��/��,” as the first two characters cannot form a57
meaningful word in Chinese. In other words, the word segmenter will almost certainly58
fail only if a nonword spelling error happens.59

Therefore, although word-level information is necessary for spelling check, it is in-60
sufficient to perform effective word segmentation before CSC, as the misspelled part61
cannot be segmented properly by a standard word segmenter, which is supposed to62
work on a correctly written sentence. As a result, edit distance–based methods for63
alphabetical languages cannot be directly applied to CSC, which has to deal with the64
word segmentation problem first. Word segmentation–related errors require informa-65
tion beyond the word level to be handled.66

1Pinyin is the official phonetic system for transcribing the sound of Chinese characters into Latin script.
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Meanwhile, there also exist situations in which the misspelled word is also a legal 67
word. Those spelling errors have little influence in word segmentation. For example, 68
“������” in Example 2 of Table I is misspelled as “������,” but both have 69
the same segmentation. Thus, it is necessary to perform a further specific process. 70

To effectively handle both types of spelling errors in Chinese, we present a hybrid 71
model designed to tackle the CSC task. The hybrid model includes a graph model for 72
generic errors and two independently trained models for specific errors. 73

As the core of the hybrid model, the graph model is inspired by the idea of the shortest- 74
path word segmentation algorithm. Similar to the shortest-path word segmentation 75
algorithm, a directed acyclic graph (DAG) is built from the input sentence. The spelling 76
error detection and correction problem is then transformed to the single-source 77
shortest-path (SSSP) problem on the DAG. To prevent aggressive corrections, we also 78
adopt filters based on sentence perplexity (PPL) and character mutual information 79
(MI). 80

The proposed method will be strictly evaluated in datasets released by the latest 81
SIGHAN Bake-off shared tasks. 82

2. RELATED WORK 83

In recent years, several methods have been proposed for the CSC task. Generally, most 84
existing works consider adopting two main tools: word segmentation and the language 85
model (LM) for CSC. According to the differences of strategies in use, most approaches 86
fall into four categories. 87

The first category consists of the methods that all characters in a sentence are 88
assumed to be errors and an LM is used for correction [Chang 1995; Yu et al. 2013]. 89
Chang [1995] proposed a method that replaced each character in the sentence based on 90
a confusion set and computed the probability of the original sentence and all modified 91
sentences according to a bigram LM generated from a newspaper corpus. The method 92
was based on the observation that all typos were caused by either visual similarity or 93
phonological similarity. Thus, they manually built a confusion set as a key factor in 94
their system. Although the method can detect misspelled words well, some weaknesses 95
needed be improved. For example, it was very time consuming for detection, it generated 96
too many false-positive results, and it was not able to refer to an entire paragraph. Yu 97
et al. [2013] developed a system that did not have a separate error detection. In their 98
system, the correction method itself served as an error detection mechanism. The 99
method assumed that all characters in a sentence may be errors and replaced every 100
character using a confusion set. Then they segmented all new generated sentences and 101
gave a score of the segmentation using LM for every sentence. However, this method 102
did not always perform well according to the result in Yu et al. [2013]. 103

The second category includes the methods that all single-character words are sup- 104
posed to be errors, and LM is used for correction. Lin and Chu [2013] developed a 105
system by supposing that all single-character words may be typos. They replaced all 106
single-character words with similar characters using a confusion set and segmented 107
the newly created sentences again. If a new sentence resulted in better word segmen- 108
tation, a spelling error was reported. Their system performed well in detection recall 109
but not so well in other aspects, especially in the false-alarm rate. 110

The third category utilizes more than one approach for detection and the LM for 111
correction. Hsieh et al. [2013] used two different systems for error detection. The first 112
system detected error characters according to unknown word detection and LM verifi- 113
cation. The second system solved error detection by a suggestion dictionary generated 114
from a confusion set. Finally, the two systems were combined to output the final detec- 115
tion result. In He and Fu [2013], typos were divided into three categories: character- 116
level errors (CLEs), word-level errors (WLEs), and context-level errors (CLEs). They 117
used three different methods to detect the different errors. In addition to using the 118
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result of word segmentation for detection, Yeh et al. [2013] also proposed a dictionary-119
based method to detect spelling errors. They generated a dictionary containing similar120
pronunciation and shape information for each Chinese character, which was used to121
generate candidate detections. Yang et al. [2013] proposed another method to im-122
prove the candidate detections. They employed high-confidence pattern matchers to123
strengthen the candidate errors after word segmentation.124

The last category is formed by the methods that use word segmentation for detection125
and different strategies for correction [Liu et al. 2013; Chen et al. 2013; Chiu et al.126
2013]. Liu et al. [2013] used the support vector machine (SVM) classifier to select127
the most probable sentence from multiple candidates. They used word segmentation128
and the machine translation model to generate the candidates. The SVM was used to129
rerank the candidates. Chen et al. [2013] not only applied LM but also used various130
topic models to cover the shortage of LM. Chiu et al. [2013] explored the statistical131
machine translation model to translate sentences containing typos into correct ones.132
In their model, the sentence with the highest translation probability, which indicated133
how likely a typo was translated into its candidate correct word, was chosen as the134
final correction sentence. Although there are various attempts for error correction, LM135
is always kept as a simple enough model with relatively good performance, which isQ3136
also followed to be exploited error correction.137

In addition to the preceding four solutions based on word segmentation and LM,138
there also exist other methods to deal with the CSC task. For example, Sun et al. [2010]139
developed a phrase-based spelling error model from click-through data by measuring140
the edit distance between an input query and the optimal spelling correction. Gao141
et al. [2010] explored the ranker-based approach, which included visual similarity,142
phonological similarity, dictionary, and frequency features for large-scale Web search.143
Ahmad and Kondrak [2005] proposed a spelling error model from search query logs144
to improve the quality of query. Han and Chang [2013] trained a maximum entropy145
model for each Chinese character based on a large raw corpus and used the model to146
detect spelling errors in documents.147

Our proposed graph model is also related to recent work on Pinyin-to-Chinese conver-148
sion [Jia and Zhao 2014], in which the graph construction procedure is similar to ours.149
However, some quite different modifications aimed at CSC, such as the edge function150
and the use of a filter, will be explored.151

3. SYSTEM OVERVIEW152

This article presents a hybrid model for CSC and correction. The model itself is com-153
posed of several individual submodels to deal with different types of spelling errors.154
For nonword errors, a graph word segmentation model is extended to consider addi-155
tional substitutable characters during the construction of the graph, with the objective156
to search for a valid composition of a word, which provides a natural way to detect a157
spelling error from the possible word candidate. In addition, two specific CRF models158
are trained to deal with the single-character errors caused by two groups of confusing159
function words, “�, �” and “�, �, �”, respectively, which cannot be discovered by160
the graph model. Furthermore, for legal word errors, a rule-driven correction system161
is designed. According to the characteristics of errors, six different categories of rules162
are defined to detect and correct the errors caused by the misuse of legal words.163

The workflow of the whole system is illustrated in Figure 1. In the following sections,164
we introduce each component in detail.165

4. THE GRAPH MODEL166

The graph model plays a central role in our entire system, as it handles most spelling167
errors in reality. Empirical studies have shown that using only an annotated corpus168
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Fig. 1. Workflow of our system.

cannot yield satisfactory performance, as the learning of spelling errors is a serious 169
imbalanced machine learning task with very few but diverse errors spotting in a much 170
larger correct text. This situation drives us to find a better way by integrating useful Q4171
Chinese language natures. One of our observations is that Chinese spelling errors 172
closely connect to word segmentation because spelling errors may also inevitably cause 173
word segmentation errors. This observation makes sense, as spelling errors may spoil a 174
correct word formation and naturally generate a less likely segmented sentence. Thus, 175
we can roughly summarize that among all possible word segmentations with or without 176
spelling correction, the segmentation with the highest likelihood usually results in the 177
correct sentence (with spelling errors corrected). The proposed graph model is then 178
to solve word segmentation and spelling error checking/correction at the same time 179
through the preceding criterion. 180

4.1. The Shortest-Path Algorithm for Word Segmentation 181

Chinese word segmentation has been widely studied [Cai and Zhao 2016; Zhao et al. 182
2010a, 2013; Zhao and Kit 2008]. The shortest-path word segmentation algorithm is 183
based on the following assumption: a reasonable segmentation should maximize the 184
likelihood of the segmented sentence [Casey and Lecolinet 1996]. In other words, for 185
a character sequence C of m characters {c1, c2, . . . , cm}, the best segmented sentence 186
S∗ = {w∗1, w∗2, . . . , w∗n∗ } should be 187

S∗ = arg max
S∈GEN(C)

n∏

i=1

P(wi|w1, . . . , wi−1). (1)

To keep the preceding optimization problem tractable in practice, a bigram Markov 188
assumption is widely adopted: 189

P(wi|w1, . . . , wi−1) = P(wi|wi−1). (2)

Then this optimization problem could be easily transformed into an SSSP problem on 190
a DAG. 191

A graph G = (V, E) is built to represent the sentence to be segmented. The vertices of 192
G are possible word candidates from the combining of adjacent characters. A dictionary 193
D is to give all possible legal words. Two special vertices w−,0 = “<START>” and 194
wn+1,− = “<END>” are added to represent two borders of the sentence: 195

V = {wi, j |wi, j = ci . . . c j ∈ D} ∪ {w−,0, wn+1,−}.
The edges are from one word to the next: 196

E = {<wi, j → w j+1,k, ω>|wi, j, w j+1,k ∈ V },
where ω is the weight of the edge that should be determined by an LM to indicate 197
the possibility for w j+1,k following wi, j (as in Equation (2)). For example, the Chinese 198

sentence “�����” in Table II could be represented by the graph shown in Figure 2. 199
The graph G is defined as a DAG, and our purpose is to find the optimal segmentation 200

according to Equation (1) that is equal to find the shortest path from “<START>” to 201
“<END>.” 202
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Table II. Example of Chinese Spelling Error

Fig. 2. Sample of a graph for segmentation.

ALGORITHM 1: SSSP Algorithm for Word Segmentation
Input: character sequence S
Input: dictionary D

Output: segmented sentence S∗
Build DAG G = (V, E) from S with D;
Topologically sort G into L;
Init D[v]←−∞, ∀v ∈ V ;
Init B[v]← �, ∀v ∈ V ;
D[<START>]← 0;
for u ∈ L do

for v, ω s.t. < u→ v, ω >∈ E do
if D[v] > D[u]+ ω then

D[v]← D[u]+ ω;
B[v]← u;

end
end

end
S∗ = �;
v← <END>;
while v 	= � do

Insert v into the front of S∗;
v← B[V ];

end

The SSSP problem on DAG can be solved by a simple algorithm with time complex-203
ity of O(|V | + |E|) [Eppstein 1998], which is shown in Algorithm 1. B[v] denotes the204
precursor for v along the shortest path from source node to node v and is initialized205
to a nonexistent node invented for convenience. The segmentation of the preceding206
example “�����” is “��/�/��” with the SSSP algorithm.207

4.2. Integrating Word Segmentation and Spell Checking208

The basic idea of using the SSSP algorithm for spelling check stems from the observa-209
tion that a misspelled word is quite possibly tended to be split into two or more pieces by210
a word segmenter so that the resulting segmented sentence makes less sense. If those211
misspelled characters are allowed to be substituted with the correct ones, then the212
shortest-path word segmenter will choose a segmentation with nodes of word that are213
spelling corrected. Therefore, we can adopt the SSSP algorithm to solve spelling check214
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Fig. 3. Sample of a graph for spelling check.

and word segmentation at the same time. For this purpose, a new graph that further 215
takes possible character substitution into consideration is constructed as follows. 216

First, the vertex set is enlarged by allowing one character substitution in each word. 217
To narrow the search range for substitution candidates, the confusion sets2 for each 218
character are used as a substitution dictionary C—that is, the substituting character 219
can only come from the confusion set of the original character. The revised vertex set 220
V then is 221

V = {wi, j |wi, j = ci . . . c j ∈ D}
∪ {wk

i, j |wk
i, j = ci . . . c′k . . . c j ∈ D,

τ ≤ j − i ≤ T ,

c′k ∈ C[ck], k= i, i + 1, . . . , j}
∪ {w−,0, wn+1,−}.

The substitution only happens on those words with lengths between thresholds τ and 222
T . 223

Second, the edge weights are now determined by both substitution probability and 224
the LM, as in the following equation: 225

ω = f (ωl, ωs), (3)

where ωs is a variable that indicates the similarity between the original character and 226
its replacer in a word, and ωl is the conditional probability derived from the LM (as in 227
Equation (1)). In addition, f (·, ·) is a function to score the impact of these two aspects, 228
which will be discussed in detail in Section 6.2. 229

With the modified DAG G, the SSSP algorithm could perform both word segmentation 230
and spelling check as a joint operation. In this way, the knowledge of a well-trained 231
word segmenter (i.e., the LM) is leveraged, which is essential to resolve some problems 232
requiring sentence-level view. 233

For example, suppose that the sentence “�����” in Table II is misspelled as “� 234
����”; the modified graph is shown in Figure 3. The spelling checker may output 235
“��/�/��” or “�/ �/��,” although the latter is not desired. 236

However, the preceding graph model cannot be applied to continuous character er- 237
rors. Take the following sentence as an example: “��” (health) (pinyin: jian kang) is 238
misspelled as “��” (pinyin: jian gang) (meaningless character sequence): 239

—��,��������������‘��’ (pinyin: jian gang)����� 240
Translation after correction: Then I have a plan to let us go swimming in health Q5241
center near my home. 242

2In this work, we adopt the confusion sets released in Liu et al. [2011], which collects visually or phonologi-
cally similar characters for each individual Chinese character. This dataset is officially provided by SIGHAN
Bake-off challenges.
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The possible substitutions of “��” (pinyin: jian gang) may be “�” (pinyin: jian gang),243
“��” (pinyin: jian gang), “��” (pinyin: jian hang), and so on, none of which is244
the desired correction. Therefore, we have to furthermore revise the construction of245
the graph model. Considering efficiency and few errors continuously occurring over246
more than two characters according to our empirical statistics, we only deal with the247
continuous errors with two characters. The vertex set V now is248

V = {wi, j |wi, j = ci . . . c j ∈ D}
∪ {wk

i, j |wk
i, j = ci . . . c′k . . . c j ∈ D,

τ ≤ j − i ≤ T ,

c′k ∈ C[ck], k= i, i + 1, . . . , j}
∪ {wl|wl = c′lc

′
l+1 ∈ D,

c′l, c′l+1 ∈ C}
∪ {w−,0, wn+1,−}.

With the modified G, the incorrect character sequence “��” (pinyin: jian gang) could249
be substituted with “��” ( health) (pinyin: jian kang), “��” (Danang) (pinyin: xian250
gang), “��” (submerge) (pinyin: qian hang), and so on, and now the desired correction251
has been successfully included in the candidate set.252

5. THE CRF AND RULE-BASED MODELS253

Graph model–based word segmentation presented in Section 4 has its limitations.254
Concretely, the graph model may fail in the following two cases.255

First, if a word from the segmentation of a sentence is a single character, the graph256
model does not work, because substitution is used to turn a meaningless character257
sequence into words in the vocabulary (dictionary). However, each character has been258
automatically regarded as a single-character word according to Chinese word segmen-259
tation rules. For example, in the following two sentences, “�” (he) (pinyin: ta) in the260
first sentence should be corrected to “�” (she) (pinyin: ta) and “�” (of ) (pinyin: de) in261
the second sentence should be corrected to “�” (-ly, adverb-forming particle) (pinyin:262
de); unfortunately, the graph model does not work for the case:263

—��������� ,������ ,�����‘�’ (him) (pinyin: ta)��� !264
Translation after correction: Though I am outside my motherland and unable to see265
my mother, I want to call her!266

—�������� ;�����‘�’ (of ) (pinyin: de)�267
��� !268
Translation after correction: We would not worry too much, just enjoy ourselves out-269
side now!270

Second, the graph model cannot find the errors that the misused characters have271
been segmented into a legal word by chance. Take the following sentence as an example.272
The word “��” (in mind, at heart) (pinyin: xin li) will be not separated by any word273
segmenter, so “�” (pinyin: li) has no chance to be corrected to “�” (pinyin: li):274

—���‘�’ (pinyin: li)����� ◦275
Translation after correction: I’m interested in psychological research.276

For the sake of alleviating the preceding limitations of the graph model, we adopt277
a supervised learning approach (CRF) to deal with two kinds of specific errors and278
a rule-based method to cope with pronoun errors “�” (she) (pinyin: ta) and “�” (he)279
(pinyin: ta), and the fixed collocation errors.280
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Table III. Feature Template Used in CRF Models

Note: Example 1 is the word “�” in the sentence “�����
����� !,” and example 2 is the word “�” in the sentence
“�������� ◦ ”.3

5.1. The CRF Model 281

CRFs have been shown to be effective with many natural language processing tasks 282
[Zhao et al. 2006a, 2006b; Zhao and Kit 2007, 2009]. In this work, we utilize two CRF 283
models to respectively tackle two common character usage confusions: “�” (at) (pinyin: Q6284
zai), “�” (again, more, then) (pinyin: zai) and “�” (of ) (pinyin: de), “�” (-ly, adverb- 285
forming particle) (pinyin: de), and “�” (so that, have to) (pinyin: de). The used feature 286
set is presented in Table III with two examples, in which in this table and all following 287
tables, 0 indexes the position of the word currently under consideration, and –2, –1, 288
1, and 2 index the relative location to the current word position. The CRF models are 289
respectively trained to learn the correct character for two types of character usage 290
confusions. 291

5.2. The Rule-Based Model 292

Rule-based models can solve language inference fast and accurately [Zhao et al. 2010b; 293
Shou and Zhao 2012]. To effectively handle pronoun usage errors for “�” (she) (pinyin: Q7294
ta), “�” (he) (pinyin: ta), and other conference or collocation errors. Based on Chi- 295
nese linguistic knowledge, a series of rules in this work are designed to perform the 296
correction. 297

Table IV shows the rules for solving pronoun usage errors. Other rules are divided 298
into five categories, which are correspondingly presented in Tables V through IX.4 299
In those tables, prefix0 and suffix0 denote the text parts before and after the current 300
word, respectively. The negation symbol “¬” in the tables means that every word in the 301

3For POS tags, v, p, z, r, s, o, w, u, and n denote verb, preposition, state word, pronoun, place word, ono-
matopoeic, punctuation, auxiliary, and noun, respectively. All tables in the rest of this article use this
notation.
4For simplicity, we only present a part of the rules in Rule 3 in Table VII. The full list for Rule 3 is presented
in the appendix.
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Table IV. Specific Rules for the Pronouns “� ��” Confusion

Table V. Rule 1: Corrections Related to
the POS Tag of the Next Word, pos1

Table VI. Rule 2: Corrections Related to the Suffix
After the Current Word, suffix0

Table VII. Rule 3: Corrections Related to the Current
Word’s Previous and Next Words, w−1 and w1

Table VIII. Rule 4: Corrections Related to the Current
Word’s Neighboring Words, w−2, w−1, w1, and w2
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Table IX. Rule 5: Two Words Are Simultaneously Corrected

Table X. Dataset Statistics Information

Name Data Size (Lines) Character Number (K)

Training Set
SIGHAN Bake-off 2013 700 29

SIGHAN Bake-off 2014
A 342 16
B 3,004 149

Test Set
SIGHAN Bake-off 2013 2,000 142
SIGHAN Bake-off 2014 1,062 53

followed brackets does not show in the corresponding position. For example, “�” in the 302
sentence “�����” will be corrected to “�” according to the second row of Table IV. 303

6. EXPERIMENTS 304

6.1. Datasets and Resources 305

The proposed models are evaluated on the benchmark datasets of SIGHAN Bake-off 306
shared tasks 2013 and 2014. For SIGHAN Bake-off 2013, sentences were collected 307
from 13- to 14-year-old students’ essays from formal written tests [Wu et al. 2013]. Q8308
The training instances are split into two subsets according to the error types. For 309
SIGHAN Bake-off 2014, sentences were collected from Chinese as a foreign language 310
(CFL) learners’ essays selected from the National Taiwan Normal University (NTNU) 311
learner corpus.5 Both of them are in traditional Chinese. For convenience, the training 312
and test sets of SIGHAN Bake-off 2013 are named TRAIN13 and TEST13, respectively. Q9313
The two subsets of the training set of SIGHAN Bake-off 2014 are named TRAIN14A 314
and TRAIN14B, respectively, and the test set is denoted as TEST14. The basic statistics 315
information of both datasets are shown in Table X. A detailed description of the three 316
training sets are summarized as follows: 317

—TRAIN13: Misused characters can consist of a word with its adjacent character or 318
word, such as “��” (health) (pinyin: jian kang) misused by “��” (meaningless 319
character sequence) (pinyin: jian kang). 320

—TRAIN14A. A misused character is a word itself, such as “�” (at) (pinyin: zai) misused 321
as “�” (again, more, then) (pinyin: zai) and “�” (she) (pinyin: ta) misused as “�” (he) 322
(pinyin: ta). 323

—TRAIN14B. In addition to the preceding two error types, TRAIN14B also includes an 324
error type that two continuous characters are misused, such as “��” (wonderful) 325

5http://www.cipsc.org.cn/clp2014/webpage/en/four_bakeoffs/Bakeoff2014cfp_ChtSpellingCheck_en.htm.
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(pinyin: jing cai) misused as “��” (meaningless character sequence) (pinyin: jing326
cai).327

For system details, the dictionary D used in the SSSP algorithm is SogouW6 from328
Sogou Inc. As the original dictionary is in simplified Chinese. The OpenCC7 converterQ10329
is then used to convert it to traditional Chinese. A similar character set C used to330
substitute characters when constructing the graph in Section 4.2 is provided by Liu331
et al. [2010]. A bigram LM is built on the Academia Sinica corpus [Emerson 2005]332
with the IRSTLM toolkit with improved Kneser-Ney smoothing [Chen and Goodman333
1999; Federico et al. 2008; Yang et al. 2012]. For Chinese word segmentation, ICTCLAS334
20118 is exploited.Q11335

6.2. Tuning the Graph Model336

The hyperparameter settings of machine learning models have a significant impact337
on performance. As mentioned in Section 6.3.1, in the proposed graph model, a two-338
variable edge weight function ( f (·, ·) in Equation (3)) is expected to score the impact of339
both character similarity and language coherence. To this end, a series of experiments340
were carried out to select a proper edge weight function. Furthermore, the graph model341
is prone to turn less frequent words into more frequent words due to the nature of the342
LM, regardless of the correctness of words with lower frequency. To prevent these kinds343
of superfluous error corrections, we propose to only correct the most possible errors344
by setting suitable filters over candidates. Specifically, two types of error filters are345
designed and examined. The experiments were all conducted on the SIGHAN Bake-off346
2013 dataset.347

For the purpose of evaluation, we utilize the correction precision (P), correction recall348
(R), and F1 score (F) as the evaluation metrics. The computational formulas are as349
follows:350

—Correction precision:351

P = number of correctly corrected characters
number of all corrected characters

(4)

—Correction recall:352

R = number of correctly corrected characters
number of wrong characters of gold data

(5)

—F1 macro:353

F = 2PR
P +R . (6)

Edge weight function. Multiplication of character similarity and logarithmic condi-354
tional probability in the LM is first used as a weight function:355

ωM = −ωs log ωl, (7)

where ωs for different kinds of characters are shown in Table XI. The numbers are356
heuristically determined according to Yang et al. [2012]. The word length threshold is357
empirically set to τ = 2 and T = 5.358

Experiments show that with the multiplication function of Equation (7), the graph359
model gives moderate performance at P = 0.49, R = 0.61, and F = 0.55 on TRAIN13.360

6http://www.sogou.com/labs/dl/w.html.
7http://code.google.com/p/opencc/.
8http://www.ictclas.org/ictclas_download.aspx.
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Table XI. ωs Used in ωM and ωL

Type ωs

Same pronunciation same tone 1
Same pronunciation different tone 1
Similar pronunciation same tone 2
Similar pronunciation different tone 2
Similar shape 2

Note: These numbers are heuristically set.

Fig. 4. P, R, and F achieved by the graph model with different β on TRAIN13.

A linear combination of character similarity and logarithmic conditional probability 361
in the LM is then tried: 362

ωL = ωs − β log P, (8)

where ωs for different kinds of characters are shown in Table XI. 363
We did experiments with Equation (8) and observed that with larger β, the spelling 364

checker tends to perform more cautiously, which results in higher P but lower R. The P, 365
R, and F on TRAIN13 with different β are shown in Figure 4. As we can see, the highest 366
F1 score (F = 0.68) is achieved by setting β = 5, which is much better than the result 367
(F = 0.55) using Equation (7). 368

Filters. According to construction of the graph, our graph model tends to output 369
a word sequence with higher sentence likelihood, which may turn less frequent yet 370
correct words into more frequent words. In addition, there is at most one error in 371
each sentence from the SIGHAN Bake-off 2013 dataset. This prior knowledge has been 372
widely used to enhance model performance. (However, this cannot be exploited for the 373
SIGHAN Bake-off 2014 dataset, in which more than one error might emerge in one 374
sentence, e.g., continuous errors “��” (pinyin: jian gang).) 375

As the spelling checker might detect multiple errors, a filter according to PPL or MI 376
is used to choose the most likely correction. 377

For the LM filter, sentence PPL is used as the metric. The correction is chosen 378
according to the lowest PPL. 379

MI indicates the possibility of two characters being collocated together. For two 380
adjacent characters c1 and c2, their MI score is 381

MI(c1, c2) = log
P(c1)P(c2)

P(c1c2)
. (9)
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Fig. 5. P, R, and F by the graph model with filters on TRAIN13.

Table XII. Performance Using Single Models on TEST14

Model P R F
Graph .4638 .2440 .3197
CRF .6706 .0724 .1317
Rule .4782 .1537 .2327

The correction is determined according to the highest MI gain �MI :382

�MI = max(MI(ci−1, c′i)−MI(ci−1, ci),
MI(c′i, ci+1)−MI(ci, ci+1)).

(10)

LM and MI filters slightly enhance the spelling checker. The results of applying two383
filters are shown in Figure 5. The MI filter is slightly better than the LM filter.384

According to the empirical results of the proposed graph model on the SIGHAN385
Bake-off 2013 dataset, we decided to use Equation (8) as our edge weight function when386
constructing the graph, of which β is set to 5 for the MI filter. All later experiments387
follow this setting.388

6.3. Performance Analysis389

To reveal the individual effectiveness of each component in our hybrid model and how390
well they work with each other, we first tested each component separately. These results391
using single models are shown in Table XII. Note that all kinds of spelling errors are392
considered in this table. However, as each component is designed to deal with different393
spelling errors, it is desirable to investigate model performance according to the model’s394
own aimed specific error types.395
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Fig. 6. Performance of graph model on TEST14.

Table XIII. Statistics for the Two CRFs on the Training Data

Table XIV. Performance of the Two CRF
Models on TEST14

6.3.1. The Graph Model. We evaluated the graph model for continuous word errors, as 396
it is specialized in our hybrid model to attack this type of error. Results on TEST14

Q12

397
with different β in ωL are shown in Figure 6, in which the best F1 score (F = 0.32) is 398
achieved by setting β = 4. 399

6.3.2. The CRF Models. The training set for the CRF models is collected from TRAIN13, 400
TRAIN14A, and TRAIN14B. All sentences containing the concerned words in these three 401
datasets are used. Table XIII gives the statistics of the obtained training set. With 402
first-order linear chain CRF, we trained two models and tested them on TEST14. The 403
results are shown in Table XIV. Note that we only considered two specific confusions: 404
“�,�” and “�,�,�.” 405

6.3.3. The Rule-Based Model. The graph model cannot tackle specific word errors effec- 406
tively (as discussed in Section 6.3.1). The CRF models only deal with two special types 407
of errors. For other errors, we manually extract the rules in Section 5.2 from TRAIN13, 408
TRAIN14A, and TRAIN14B. Results from the rule-based model on TEST14 are shown in 409
Table XII. 410
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Table XV. Official Results of Subtask 1 on SIGHAN Bake-off 2013

Submission FAR DA DP DR DF1 ELA ELP ELR ELF1
HLJU-Run2 .6529 .5290 .3849 .9533 .5484 .3390 .1292 .3200 .1841
KUAS & NTNU-Run1 .2257 .7890 .6099 .8233 .7007 .6940 .3753 .5067 .4312
NAIST-Run3 .2243 .7770 .5985 .7800 .6773 .6980 .3964 .5167 .4486
NCTU & NTUT-Run2 .8329 .4110 .3352 .9800 .4995 .2570 .1596 .4667 .2379
NCYU-Run3 .0929 .8250 .7451 .6333 .6847 .7480 .4431 .3767 .4072
NTHU-Run3 .0514 .8610 .8455 .6567 .7392 .8200 .6695 .5200 .5854
NTOU-Run1 .9800 .3140 .3043 1.0000 .4666 .1090 .0963 .3167 .1477
SinicaCKIP-Run3 .1629 .8420 .6919 .8533 .7642 .7710 .5000 .6167 .5523
SinicaIASL-Run2 .1857 .7540 .5873 .6167 .6016 .6860 .3714 .3900 .3805
SinicaSLMP & NTU-Run3 .1414 .8360 .7036 .7833 .7413 .7490 .4431 .4933 .4669
SJTU-Run3 .0229 .8440 .9091 .5333 .6722 .8090 .7102 .4167 .5252
YZU & NCKU-Run1 .0500 .7290 .6500 .2167 .3250 .7050 .4100 .1367 .2050

Note: SJTU-Run3 comes from our team.

6.4. Final Results411

6.4.1. SIGHAN Bake-off 2013. We first report the final results on the SIGHAN Bake-off412
2013 dataset output by our complete system. The 12 metrics used by the SIGHAN413
Bake-off 2013 shared task are as follows [Wu et al. 2013]:414

—False-alarm rate (FAR): Number of sentences with false positive errors/number of415
testing sentences without errors416

—Detection accuracy (DA): Number of sentences with correctly detected results/number417
of all testing sentences418

—Detection precision (DP): Number of sentences with correctly detected results/number419
of sentences the evaluation system reports to have errors420

—Detection recall (DR): Number of sentences with correctly detected errors/number of421
testing sentences with errors422

—Detection F1 (DF1): 2*DP*DR / (DP+DR)423
—Error location accuracy (ELA): Number of sentences with correct location detection/424

number of all testing sentences425
—Error location precision (ELP): Number of sentences with correct error locations/Q13426

number of sentences that the evaluation system reports to have errors427
—Error location recall (ELR): Number of sentences with correct error locations/number428

of testing sentences with errors429
—Error location F1 (ELF1): 2*ELP*ELR / (ELP+ELR)430
—Location accuracy (LA): Number of sentences correctly detecting the error location/431

number of all testing sentences432
—Correction accuracy (CA): Number of sentences correctly correcting the error/number433

of all testing sentences434
—Correction precision (CP): Number of sentences correctly correcting the error/number435

of sentences that the system returns corrections.436

The official results [Wu et al. 2013] are shown in Tables XV and XVI, in which SJTU-437
Run3 represents the proposed model. The best results of each metric are in bold. As438
shown in these two tables, our hybrid model on TEST13SUB1 and TEST13SUB2 achieves439
four first ranks out of 12 metrics.440

6.4.2. SIGHAN Bake-off 2014. For SIGHAN Bake-off 2014, following conventions of this441
dataset, only P, R, and F in Section 6.2 are utilized as metrics to illustrate model442
performance. As shown in Table XVII (results in the first block are those from SIGHAN443
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Table XVI. Official Results of Subtask 2 on SIGHAN Bake-off 2013

Submission LA CA CP
HLJU-Run2 .3230 .2770 .3081
KUAS & NTNU-Run1 .4440 .3940 .5058
NAIST-Run2 .2610 .2540 .6530
NCTU & NTUT-Run1 .0700 .0650 .5118
NCYU-Run2 .6630 .6250 .7030
NTHU-Run2 .4420 .4310 .7020
SinicaCKIP-Run3 .5590 .5160 .6158
SinicaIASL-Run2 .4900 .4480 .4476
SinicaSLMP & NTU-Run1 .5070 .4670 .4670
SJTU-Run3 .3700 .3560 .7050
YZU & NCKU-Run1 .1170 .1090 .4658

Note: SJTU-Run3 comes from our team.

Table XVII. Results on TEST14

Model P R F

SIGHAN 2014

BIT [Liu et al. 2014]
Run1 .3206 .1582 .2119
Run2 .365 .1883 .2484

CAS [Xiong et al. 2014]
Run1 .676 .3183 .4328
Run2 .6706 .3183 .4317

NCTU&NTUT [Wang and Liao 2014]
Run1 .6 .0565 .1033
Run2 .4592 .0847 .1431

NCYU [Yeh et al. 2014]
Run1 .3899 .1168 .1797
Run2 .8406 .2185 .3468
Run3 .8281 .1996 .3217

NJUPT [Gu et al. 2014]
Run1 .3191 .1827 .2323
Run2 .1645 .1186 .1379
Run3 .1416 .0923 .1117

NTHU [Chiu et al. 2014]
Run1 .56 .1055 .1775
Run2 .4406 .1186 .1869
Run3 .2659 .1337 .1779

NTOU [Chu and Lin 2014]
Run1 .3965 .1695 .2375
Run2 .1143 .1281 .1208

SCAU [Huang et al. 2014]
Run1 .4375 .1582 .2324
Run2 .2083 .1695 .1869
Run3 .2712 .1864 .221

SUDA [Yu and Li 2014]
Run1 .3527 .1375 .1978
Run2 .7119 .0791 .1424

Our system .5550 .3914 .4590

Bake-off 2014 participants [Yu et al. 2014] 9); our system obtained the highest correction 444
F1 score among all methods. In other words, the proposed hybrid model outperforms 445
previous state-of-the-art methods. 446

7. CONCLUSION 447

In this article, we present a hybrid model for CSC. The hybrid model includes a graph 448
model and two independently trained models. To begin with, the graph model is utilized 449
to solve the generic spelling check problem and the SSSP algorithm is adopted as the 450

9Researchers from KUAS, PKU, and SinicaCKIP also participated in SIGHAN Bake-off 2014. However, there
is no technical report from them, and therefore their results are not presented here.
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model implementation. By adjusting edge weight function, a trade-off could be made451
between precision and recall. Furthermore, two CRF models and a rule-based model452
are used to cover the shortage of the graph model for specific errors. The effectiveness453
of the proposed model is verified on the benchmark data released by the SIGHAN454
Bake-off shared tasks.455456

APPENDIX457

In this appendix, we present the full list of Rule 3 as mentioned in Section 5.2.

Table XVIII. Rule 3: Corrections Related to the Current
Word’s Neighbors, w−1 and w1

458
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Table XIX. Rule 3 (continued): Corrections Related to the Current
Word’s Neighbors, w−1 and w1
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QUERIES

Q1: AU: Please review this article very carefully.
Q2: AU: Please provide full mailing and email addresses for all authors.
Q3: AU: Please review phrasing of sentence beginning with “Although there are various attempts,” paying

particular attention to “which is also followed . . .” Please rephrase for clarity.
Q4: AU: Please review phrasing: “diverse errors spotting” and “useful Chinese language natures.”
Q5: AU: Please review single quotes used in list entries throughout this article.
Q6: AU: Please confirm “two common character confusions,” as the commas are separating four entries.
Q7: AU: Please rephrase: “To effectively handle . . .” is not a complete sentence.
Q8: AU: Please be sure that foonotes are shown sequentially in the article (considering that footnote 4 is

shown in the Table note for Table III).
Q9: AU: Please review the random “4” on the left side of Table III.

Q10: AU: Please rephrase to make a complete sentence with “As the original dictionary . . .”
Q11: AU: Please review URL in footnote 8. Unable to connect.
Q12: AU: Please confirm closing up commas with thousands in Table XIII.
Q13: AU: Please note that RLP and RLR have been changed to ELP and ELR to match table column heads.


